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Miss Jennie Masters Tabb Is Speaker
For Founders Day Exercises Saturday
Alumna For Many Years Speaks On
the Past History and Ideals
of Our College
to YEARS AFTER IS SUBJECT
A high point in the Founder's Day
celebration was the address given by
Miss Jennie Masters Tabb of the
class of 1893 on the subject "Forty
Years After." No one is better qualified to speak with authority on the
past history and ideals cf the State
Teachers College. As a loyal alumna
Since 1893. as Secretary to President
and as Registrar for twenty-nine
years, she knows the college and ist
life in all its aspects. Holding what
would be accounted two full time positions, she has yet found time for
the cultivation of many other interests. She has a most contagious zest
for all sorts of recreations—games,
fancy work, radio programs, movies.
When vacation time comes, she is
oif to the Magnolia Gardens In
Charleston or to the Pacific Coast,
perhaps. Between times, she finds
delight in music, in art, in literature
in singing, painting, reading, writing. She has written the history of the
college, "Alma Mater," published in
1929; she is the author also of our
Alma Mater song, and of many other
songs and lyrics, some of the most
chaiming of which are found in her
collection, "For You." In her life of
her uncle, John Bannister Tabb, entitled "The Life and Works of Father
Tabb," she has written with a rare
combination of affection, restraint,
and sound discrimination what is
conceded to be the most authentic
and best biography of that beloved
poet.
At the present time Miss Tabb is
an associate editor of the Bulletin
of the American Association of Collegiate Registrars, and was recently
Chairman of the Teachers College
Section of the Association. She organized the Association of Virginia
(Continued on page 5>

Farmville Loses
To Waynesboro

Founder* s Day
Program Unique
And Attractive

Farmville Alumnae
folds Business Meet

The report of the Executive Board
announced the resignation of the
secretary. Mi.'s Mary Nichols, with an
appreciation of the services she had
rendered, and the statement that her
successor will be appointed by the
:PV.' board.
Mrs. M. B. Coyner leported several
books purchased for the Portia Lee
Morrison Memorial Library and a
balance on hand of $186.40.
Dr. Jarman reported for the Cunningham Memorial Fund a balance
on hand of $71.25, with student notes
held for $2495.40.
Dr. Jarman welcomed the returning alumnae and spoke intere.vtingly
to them of the great value of the
student loan funds both on and off
the campus. The Mu Omega Sorority
and the Alpha Phi Sigma Fraternity
lere and some chapters in the State
are now helping students, but in the
next few years more calls for loans
will be made than ever before and
ess money will be available. He closed with the inspirational maxim that
faith is the only thing necessary for
tarting a fund.
Misses Pauline Camper and Virginia Potts were delegates to the meetlng of the Third District of the National Alumnae Secretaries' Association held in Durham in February.
They had much of interest to relate,
such as the practice of local chapters
of holding reunions at home
on
Founders Day; fees for the privilege
of securing local chapter charters;
election of permanent officers for
senior classes just before graduation;
the sale of commemorative Alma
Mater plates to the alumnae; the
Hollins College plan for an Alumnae
A.ivuory Committee with representatives from administration, faculty,
.students and alumnae. After some
discussion of the last two ideas, it was
voted that they be submitted to the
Executive Board for study and action.
Miss Coulling described a design
for a book plate for the Portia Lee
Mtrrison Memorial Library, embodying the Rotunda tower, and it was
The most interesting debates of accepted by the Association, with
Continued on page four
the season, thus far. were the dual
debates held on Wednesday night,
March 8. Waynesburg College, the
visiting college winning both debates.
All the teams should be congratulated
on their excellent presentations.
The subject for debate was: "Resolved: That United States Should
Cancel All Interallied War Debts
Miss Mary E. Peck's book on
Contracted Before the Armistice."
•Teaching
History in the High
In one debate the affirmative was
School"
has
just
come from the press.
upheld by Dorothy Woolwine and
1
he
following
is
a
brief resume of her
Beverly Barksdale of S. T. C, while
work.
the negative was upheld by James
Gladdon and Jessie Hutson of
"TtWflhilH History in High School",
Waynesburg. In the other debate the a monograph by Miss Mary E. Peck,
affirmative was upheld by Vincent associate-professor of History and
Young and Eric Enstrom of Waynes- Supervisor of History in high school,
burg. and the negative by Nancy Har- has this week come from the press.
rison and Margaret Pollard of S. T. C. It is thought that the book will be
Both negative and affirmative teams especially worth while to teachers
oilered strong and convincing argu- of History in high schools.
ments to support their side of the
In the foreword, Dr. J. P. Wynne,
question.
head of the department of Education
Farmville has lost only three debates this season the first being to and director of teacher - training,
Emory and Henry- Not only were the states:
Miss Peck's study should be very
Waynesburg teams victorious here
Wednesday night but they also de- valuable. The teacher has here prinfeated Lynchburg College on Thurs- ciples, objectives, and procedures to
day night. These teams are making a be used as a basis of discussion. They
tour of the southern states before may be checked against one another
they return to Pennsylvania and S. and against the more inclusive prinT. C. wishes for them much success. ciples to which we have referred.
The fact that they are good sports Principles at various levels should be
made it a pleasure to debate them improved on the basis of their efalthough these northern gentlemen fectiveness in application. Only
out argued the southern ladies.
through such concrete work as this
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Faculty Committee and Mrs. Fitzl>alriok Deserve Much Praise
for Good Work
TABLEAU

BY

ORGANIZATION

A most unique ami attractivefeature of this year's Founder's Day at
S. T. C. was the program given in the
auditorium at 10:30 Saturday morning.
Following the singing of the "Alma
Mater", the dance students of Mrs.
Louise Robertson Fit/.patrick and the
college orche-tra under the direction
of Miss Lisbeth Purriom gave a

dance-orchestra recital.

Dr. Jarman Sends Reunion Classes
Message to Alumnae of 1933 Meet
Dear Girls:
Another Founder's Day has come
and gone and I don't think we ever
had a more enjoyable one. Ninetyfive visiting alumnae were with us
and we noticed a number sitting
with their student-daughters at the
morning exercises, members of our
Granddaughters Club of which we
are justly proud.
Founder'! Day has become a real
home coming day for our former students and their leturn helps us just
as much as it helps them; nothing is
better for the college than to keep in
close personal touch with the stu-

dents who have completed
I heir
coune but who do not, therefore,
sever their connection with their
Alma Mater.
Please begin planning right now to
be with us March, 1934; that will
be the celebration of our fiftieth anniversary and we want just as many
■daughters" as possibly can do so to
come back and share it with us.
This year we reduced the debt on
the Student Building by about one
thousand dollars—which was good
for "these perilous times." but we
hope that as a thank offering for
fifty years of service on the part of
the college, we will have a large
amount next year to pay on this indebtedness.
We were glad to see everyone who
was with us and misled all those who
did not come.
Wishing for all of you a happy
year, and looking forward to having
can theory and practice ever be you celebrate with us next March, I
brought face to face. This study will, am
Yours very truly.
of course, be most helpful to student
J. L. JARMAN, President
teachers, but it should be suggestive
to history teachers everywhere who
are interested in developing courses
of instruction either for general or
for personal use."
In the introduction Dr. J. E. Walmsley, head of the department of HisThe Dover Road, which was repeattory, states that it is to set the idea
ed
Friday night, March 10, by the
"of the continuity and also the immediate interests of history that this Dramatic Club and the Hiunpdeninonogiaph has been written. The au- Sydney Jongleurs, was decidedly a
thor in prepar.ng this booklet for stusuccess. This was given the second
dent teachers and apprentices has
based the work on her reading of spe- time as a special feature for the
cialists in the field of history teach- Founder's Day program celebrated
ing, and on her own experience in
week-end.
training teachers here at Farmville.
Under the professional coaching of
Her conclusions meet with the full Miss wheeler, tin., presentation was
approval ol the d< part mi int. and they as Mi. rr tul as the first. With the
should be of distinct use in clarify- exception of one character the cast
ing objectives and in suggesting units remained the same. The part of
of work that will make for a broader Leonard was played by Jack McCurdy
development of pupil life and ac- who delighted the audience with his
tivity."
excellent acting.

Miss Mary Peek Publishes a Book
On Teaching History in High School

Dover Road Given
For the Visitors

This recital, beautifully presented,
sh' wed the results of much work and
planning. The motions of the dancers
accompanied by the orchestra held
the attention of the audience from
beginning to end. The dancers in
appropriate costumes, "In the Gay
Nineties" received especially hearty
applause.
Another feature of the morning
program following the dance archesi tra recital was the greetings extended
' from various alumnae chapters, some
of which had sent telegrams and
other messages.
In the form of a tableau the student organizations in school presented their contributions to Dr. Jarman
for the Student Building Fund. This
presentation was considered one of
the best performances of its kind
ever given here on Founder's Day. In
contrast to the regular skits and
stunts which have formerly been given on Founder's Day each organization was represented by some one
dressed iir characteristic costume, all
of whom together made a picture.
Dr. Jarman's response to the greetings was sincere and interesting.
"Onward Farmville." sung by the
alumnae, students, and faculty, concluded the program of the morning.

Summer Quarter
To Have Changes
Contrary to our usual custom, this
year all work offered in the summer
quarter will be completed in one term
of the quarter all daily classes for
the first or second term.
The work of the two-year courses
in primary and grammar grades will
be offered together with a large number of cour.-es in the third and fourth
years of these courses and also In
that leading to teaching in the high
school. The courses offered are listed
in the catalogue: if others are desired, and there is sufficient demand for
them they will be given. Therefore,
if the alumnae who are expecting to
be with us this summer for advanced
work will put in their request for
certain courses early, arrangements
will be made for them to be given
iupon sufficient demand*, The Regisliar should be notified as soon as
possible as to these courses.
In the last two years there has
been a lari'c increase in the number
of students taking advanced (junior
and senior » work in the summer and
a number complete the requirements
for the degree during this quarter.
Last summer our Training School
enrollment was the largest we have
ever had for a summer term.
Certificate requirements are beuig
Constantly raised in the State and all
who can are urged to take the summer work and be ready to meet these
requirements when the time comes
for further change.
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THE ROTUNDA
(Newspaper (*'
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)Membaa3

down those IF-ONLYS and Betting
up I DID," I WAS," I WILL."—
e Kronicle

THE RADIO AND THE
PRESENT GO \ ERNMEN T

Member Southern Inter-Collegiate
The invention and improvement of
the radio has done more to improve
Newspaper Association
cratlc government than any
Member Intercollegiate Press Associother event for many years. Through
ation of Virginia
this medium every person in the U.
Published by Students of State
S. can learn within a few minutes
Teachers College. Farmville, Va.
after it. happens what goes on in
Congress,
at the White House and
Entered as second class matter March
any
other
phase of government. If
1, 1921. at the Postoffice of Farmins an action of any
'vllle, Virginia, under Act of
group
m
Washington,
the reasons for
March 3. 1879.
this decision are broadcast, and the
Subscription
$1.50 per year complaint Is given immediate attention.
ROTUNDA STAFF
When President Roosevelt was inEditor-in-chief . Martha Gunter, '33 iemated pel pie with radios all OVI i
Associate Editor
Mary Diehl, '34 the United States listened to the inlugural proceeding* as if they were
Board of Editors
present. The issuing of the bank holNews
LeliaMattox, '35
\ proclamation was made known
Literary
Gertrude Marines, '34 throughout the whole United States a
Athletic .... Mary Jess Richmond, '33 few minutes later by means of the
World News .. Marguerite Massey, '33 radio. When Roosevelt found that
Intercollegiate
Lula Windley, '36
pie did not understand why he
Social
Doreen Smith. "33 did this, he announced the hour when
Art
Gertrude Sugden, *34 he would speak to the people explainFeature
Birdie Wooding. '35 in:' the benefits of the proclamation.
Mary Shelton, '34 This speech was listened to by peoHumorous
Belle Lovelace. '35 ple throughout every state in the
Alumnae
Miss Virginia Potts union. It was as if the president stood
before the whole American people
Reporters
and spoke as their leader who was
Sarah Rowell. "33; Carrie DeShazo, eager to do their bidding. When any
'33; Winifred Pugh. '35; Lottie one is lost, or kidnapped, when there
Whitehurst. '35; Dorothy Woolwine,
arm or stress of any kind the
'34;
Margaret Copenhaver, '34; whole United States comes to the
Evelyn Massey, '36; Hazel Smith, '36. re cue in a few minutes because of
our radios. This close communication
Proof Reader .... Elizabeth Vassar, '35 and direct address between the govAssistant .... Katharine Walton. '35 ernment and the people is doing more
to advance democracy by educating
Managers
the people than any event for many
Business
,.... Frances Potts, '33 years.
Assistant .... Virginia Brinkley, '24
Circulation .... Elizabeth Walthall. "33
Assistant
Frances Horton. '34
BEGIN WORK NOW
The Rotunda invites letters of comment, criticism, and suggestion from
its readers upon its manner of presenting and treating them. A letter,
to receive consideration, must contain
the name and address of the writer.
These will not be published if the
writer objects to the publication.
All matters of business should be
addressed to the Business Manager
and all other matters should come
to the Editor-in-Chief. Complaints
from subscribers as regards irregularities in the delivery of The Rotunda will be appreciated.

IF-ONLYS
If only the world had been made of
candy, perhaps we could live in celophane houses. If money only grew
on trees there would no longer be a
depression — probably there would
have been one. But if money grew on
trees, we might not have the excellent fruit that we do have. If the
Streets were made of candy, we would
not have such a craving for sweetmeats.
How many times wo say. "If only
I could etc."! There are so many
postponed actions built on IF. We
often catch ourselves saying, "If only
I could draw." "If only I could write
poetry," or "If only I were—" someone else. Would we be better off?
Would we not still be wishing we
were gifted in another way? This
"Ifmv." does in t get us anywhere becaUBC it is only dreaming. If only you
had not been driving so fast, you
wouldn't have had the accident. If
you had been careful, you would not
have spoiled your new coat. But you
did have the accident and you did
spoil your new coat. If you had started a few minutes later, you might
haw crashed into the train. If you
hadn't fallen down stairs, you would

never have met the most wonderful
person In the world. But you did.
It is rather fascinating to think
about these IF-ONLYS. They really
are not Of any use but they do add
ft lit lie splC tO life. .Some! lines these
its are useful No doubt a great many
well - known inventors have expressed their inventions In terms of
Ifl and lf-onlys. instead of leaving
them as they stood, the inventors set
about to eradicate the Ifs, and did
eradicate them. Then the ifs were
incentives, which is what they should
be. We may say. "If only I had
studied, I would have passed that
t." If only I had worked a little

harder I mi) ht ha

ind "H"

These should be, "I passed the test,"
I ncencd an H." Let's get going and
What i;ood shots we are in rolling

The last term of the school year
1932-33 will begin Saturday, March
18. With the beginning of this term
comes the opportunity for many to
do the things which have been neged in the past. Now is the time
to begin work for the spring quarter
and not June. We should profit by
OUT mistakes and do better in the
future.
The spring quarter is crowded full
of extra activities which makes it
doubly necessary for everyone to keep
his work up to date and willing to
cooperate in putting across all events
scheduled. During the week following
Easter, the Music Federation will be
May Day which requires a great deal
of work and cooperation from every
one in the .student body and faculty.
Plans for commencement will soon
be made and work on them will be
begun. All of these events and possibly others will be attended by
visitors from all parts of the state.
They give the students an excellent
opportunity to receive training in
worthwhile activities other than those
along the academic line.

MONKEY BUSINESS

Man prides himself in being highly
A ho love to see their name
Before the public eye:
civilized. The human race posse
B high degre of culture and ranks far
This is a stepping stone to fame.
above all other animals in intelli—Now you can wonder why.
ce. How strange it is then, to find
In spite of exams and "Monkey qualities of the lower animals attribBusiness" the ree" was quite full uted to cultured men ! This is certainSaturday and Sunday nights. Speak- ly the case, for in many standardized
Ing of "Monkey Business," these ex- and coloquial expressions we find apams are really it—without the "Mon- plied to man many adjectives derived from name of animals.
key."
Perhaps the horse would feel highly
If dueling wani't against the law.
honored
to know that there are
I would suggest a way to end the war
between Tay Jones and Jack Mchorsy" human beings. This adjecCurdy. Jack was ahead Saturday tive is derived from the trade of
ht but Tay won a victory Sunday horse-breeding which was considernight "Liz" Rawlings is the prize e,l of a low moral tone. Hence, a
and its seems that her alliance alone, "horsy" person was a horse-breeder
may bring triumph to either. The or a person of low moral standards.
other will probably jump in the lake. In the modern application the word
Some may think that Florence "hor.-y" means a domineering, hateTankard took the "railing" when ful pei son.
The cat has contributed a word to
"Soup" Campbell met Sara Beck, but
our
language. The "catty" person is
I know better. He just wants to put
one who has feline qualities of
another photograph on his bureau.
No! Girls! S. T. C. hasn't gone co- treachery and vindictiveness. The
ed—yet! The boy in Individual Diff- canine family has made its contribuerence class with Alice Rowell. was tion to the language in the words
only an object of entertainment, from "doggish", meaning disordly. scramb. snappish, and "dogged." meannesburg, Penn.
ing
sullenly, stubborn, persistent, or
I won't tell who the girl was that
obdurate
like a dog.
Bill Jeffries was talking to at the
Even
the
lowly mule is honored
play Friday night, because it probwith
a
word
derived
from his name.
ably doesn't matter anyhow. "Nubby"
A
"mulish"
person
is
one who reKnaub still holds the advantage, and
sembles
a
mule
In
stubbornness
and
it doesn't matter how many come and
obstinacy.
A
very
timid
person
has
go.
sheep-like qualities and therefore is
Louise Van Lear and Norris Blake, 'sheepish"—when he la awkwardly
princess and prince at the Mardi abashed. Tiie greedy person who
Gras. seem to have a serious case of wants more than anyone else and
"princitis". or something or other who is untidy in his habits is truly
which results in their seeing a lot of •piggish." while a wily person who is
each other.
quick at playing tricks and pranks is
Billy Wallis came from Richmond rightly called "foxy."
to see Frances Dorin Wednesday beA little sketch in colloquial Engcause he chose that date, and not lish fellows: A "horsy" man and his
because Jack Humphries nearly al- "catty" wife lived on a farm. They
ways monopolizes Saturday, and Sun- were shiftless and lazy and did all
day nights.
their work in a "doggish" way. They
Margaret Eley also had company had four children. The eldest child
Wednesday night, in the person of was • piggish" because he felt himHenry Brothers.
self superior to the other children.
Mary Diehl and John Shirley still The second child felt himself inferseem to be demonstrating what ior to his older brother and always
Goethe might have called "Wahre had to yield to him. One day. however, the younger child found that
Liebe."
Whether Bill Fleet is really "fleet" by being "mulish' he could get anyor not. he certainly seems to be mak- thing he wanted. The third child, a
till, was a sweet little thing, but she
ing time with Judith Taylor.
What? Was that Marshall Hayden, was very timiid and always had a
the A. A. R. back with Henrietta "sheepish" manner about her. The
Cornwall again Friday, and Saturday youngest child having been humornights? Perhaps their engagement ed to everything he wanted, found
isn't broken after all—if they were pleasure in playing "foxy" tricks on
ever engaged. <A. A. R. means All the other members of the family.
The above sketch sounds imaginAmerican Romeo*.
ative
and "fishy," but nevertheless
Just one word about Claudia Harpit
ilustrates
some true types of peoer and Ed Siegal--UNCERTAIN.
ple. If the words derived from animal
Though there are some who cannot characteristics were removed from
this sketch, and if more refined and
stand the gaff
I hope that the rest will laff, and laff, polished synonyms were substituted.
the sketch would be a fairly accurate
and laff.
description of many of our average
Yours till coming events.
families. The fact that animal charTHE DOPE FIEND acters'ic- adequately describe humans is not so complimentary. Are
we really civilized?

CONTENTMENT
Contentment's made of little things,
A dove's soft-whirring silver wings.
The scene of rose leaves in a jar.
The crystal shining of a star.
Six yellow tulips in a row.
The peace and quietness of snow.
The fresh, clean seen! of new-turned
sod.
Winged seedlings In a milk weed pod,
Contentment isn't far away
From those who love and search and
pray.

Dorothy Kmmble

ASSURANCE
Men said that every dream would
turn to dust,
And dear illusions shatter on life's
wheel
That I would know the worm, the
moth, the rust.
And in my warm, young heart, the
dead years feel.
Oh. Fools! to think one broken dream
t nough
To rend all beauty. Pain may tear
The heart, but love is made of sterner stuff,
Enduring tune, and all time's wear.
Anna Mezquida
FOLLY
Long years ago
I loked Into the future.
An utterly absurd thing to do—
Yet. all of us. at times are guilty.
I pictured for myself
A life filled with happiness—

Love, joy, success.
What uttei fools we are—■
I should have known
That, rarely ever, do dreams come
Jut of all the years,
true.
Each has passed me by—
Ami I. empty-handed, can only
View, longingly, the swirling nuns
Ai my feet -

MlSl NDERSTA NDING
I si! often V.KI ponder
On thing! I've never done,
I think of dreams unfinished
I >t goals I've never won.
And I alone only am to blame.
I hear from day to day,
And yet. If people only knew.
Would understand my way.
I, too love books and firelight.
And mUSlG Whan day If done,
But people only paSB me by,
They never count me one.
O—the bitter agony
In my soul from day to day,

o —the bitter heart-aohes—
Don't bother, Its just her way."

STRA Y THOUGHTS

Once there was the old saying.
The witches will get you if you don't
watch out," but now it's been changed—"The Dope Fiend'll find out if
That little street is right in your you don't watch your step."
own home town. It you make it a
friendly street outsiders will want to
And speaking of the author of
come and share it with you. They "Monkey Business" wouldn't it have
will sense the glow of friendly con- been funny, if he'd been listening in
tact and wish to linger long within on the truth meeting held in the Rec
its warmth. And a friendly street is Saturday night. Who is this Hampso easy to obtain. Just a kindly atti- den-Sydney guy that's been "spilling
tude towards your neighbor and oth- the beans" about us?
ers with whom you divide the care of
the day. Just a little human underWhen did the traffic of Farmville
lying of what constitutes a gen- become so dangerous that the young
tleness and courtesy. That's all you ladies of this institution have to be
need to make a street where old escorted to school at six o'clock?
friends want to meet.
The community that prospers is
For Rent—A radio on Saturday and
always a friendly community. Today Sunday nights—also a fountain pen
the world is seeking out such places. and a picture of an ex-V. P. I. man.
There is so much of travail and Apply to Lib Kelly. What does this
harshness in the everyday affairs of mean?
life that friendly havens beckon from
alar. If you want your home town
Martha Higgins has decided that
to be prosperous, to be konwn as a plumbing is her calling—ask her
friendly spot, then you be friendly, about it for all details.
too. It is a good message to carry
with you during the year—and it
Now that the spring weather is
pays big dividends in happiness and
With us again, the tennis courts are
prosperity—South Kent News, Grand
ding the drug stores for popuRapids, Mich.
larity; however the latter holds added
actions for also in the spring a
■ music has -ome use anyway. vi ling man's fancy turns to — well,
An Indiana man has proved that it you know how 'tis!
1 hem lay more eggl. Probably
JUSt scares 'em into it.
Certain of our supposedly hardrted Seniors have already started
Money certainly rellre and it doing their farewell weeping—we predoesn't need to use a megaphone,
dict numerous showers before June.

A LITTLE STREET WHERE
OLD FRIENDS MEET

IS THIS CIVILIZATION

ON OTHER CAMPUSES

SURETY

"Art is like football in that neither
one can be played according to rules.,
states Kem Weber, instructor in the
College of Architecture and head desinger for Paramount studios.
"Both consist in a coordination
of the mind and body and BUG
in either one depends upon individual initiative. Art and aichitecture
have their precedent and football has
its system:., but as soon as one is
overworked it becomes monotonous
and uninteresting;" he stated. —
Southern California Daily Trojan.

1 knew that you'd come back to me.
Knew it from the very first—from the
moment we vowed—
Lots of things.
You remember, too, the folly of our

MARCH WIND
March wind. O March wind,
Why don't you answer when I plead
With you to please
Play with me?
Why do you angrily roar at me
And harshly drive me around?
Not one kind word you say.
O March wind, you're angry,
But maybe when spring comes,
You'll gently caress me
And love as of yore!
A. E. V., '35

WOl

Spoken in those mad moments
When we thought we knew.
I, too, have seen many people—
People Of all lands.
[, boo, have looked for you
h\ every street and shop.
But now that you're here
iho.se years of loneliness
Are an ugly dream—
I know, now, that they
Never really happened.

HORIZONS
Far off across the skyline
To see the smoke of cities.
Giant towers outlined
Sharply against the sky,
They make a sort of pattern

in the mists of the evening,

Muiky and gloomy
The night cone
1 he pattern growt softer—
Fades into smoky blur.
At the time when the League of
So it dims in the distance
Nations was being organized, an Irish
Until the design is replaced
i .-man declared: "The League By a diamond band of stars.
would make the world safe for hypocrisy." The passage of time has
The Vicar (appealing from the pulshown thai thai statesman was right.
pit on behalf of the charity dinner
"At last the meat American mid- fund)—What we want, my friends,
dle class Is waking up," says a maga- Is not abstract sympathy, but conzine writer. Yes, but it has certainly crete plum puddings.—Boston Transcript.
overslept.
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Alumnae Chapters
Send Greetings &
Gifts to President
A high degree of interest and enthusiasm was manifested by the representatives bringing greetings from
the alumnae chapters.
Mrs. E. R. Booker <Jesie Whitmore), president of the Parmville
chapter, presented to Dr. Jaiman a
potato which had already some dollar, i as sprouts, and advised him to
plant it in order to raise more potatoes of the same kind. The chapter
loan fund is assisting one student
this year.
Amelia alumnae sent best wishes
and the assurance. "We an* B stone
wall back of you!"
Mi s Eloise Perkins delivered hearty
greetings from Blackstone alumnae.
It Is probable that a chapter will be
formed there this spring.
Miss Ruth Campbell, president of
the Culpeper chapter, reported business meetings in the spring and fall,
an entertainment in May for the high
school girls of the senior class of the
county. Dr. Jarman and Miss Jennie
Tabb and alumnae In January with
the gue.' *,s of honor Dr. Jarman, Miss
Mary White Cox. Miss Winnie Hiner
and Miss Potts. The other officers
are: Vice-President, Miss Virginia
Tinsley; Secretary, Miss Anne Minter; Treasurer, Mrs. Grace Freeman
Huffman.
The Danville Chapter was organized January 25, with forty members
on the roll divided into four groups.
Dr. Jarman. Miss Mary White Cox
and Miss Potts were special guests at
a luncheon preliminary to organization, with sixty Parmville graduates
in attendance. A tea for high school
seniors will be given in May. The
officers are: President, Miss Rose
Brimmer. Vice-Presidents, Miss Marian Raine. Peggy Walton, Mrs. Ray
Mitchell (Mary Mount). Mrs. Wayles
Harrison (Sue L. Brown); SecretaryTreasurer. Miss Janie Moore.
Emporia expects to form a chapter
this week. Miss Nancy Boykins represented the alumnae.
It was quite thrilling to receive a
telegram just as; the morning exercisi's began: Kenbridge Chapter organized Wednesday. Virginia Gee
president. Letter follows. Greetings
for Founder's Day. Juliette Lightfoot
Mann.
Mrs. F. A. Schaefer (Antoinette
Davis• in her characteristic breezy
style, brought a message and money
from the Lynchburg chapter. The
officers there are: Piesident, Miss
Margaret Turpin; Vice-President.
Mrs. Teresa Evans Craft; Secretary,
Miss Leola Carter; Treasurer, Mrs.
Catherine Parr Watts; Corresponding
Secretary. Miss Corinne Rucker.
1 he Peninsula chapter covers much
teiritory, with branches in Newport
News Hampton, Warwick County and
York County. The aims are to keep
alive the spirit of Alma Mater and to
increase interest in Farmville. espe.
c hilly among the high school graduates. Interest, enthusiasm and membership have steadily increased in the
two years of its existence. More than
twelve members were here, and
brought the news of $116 raised for a
loan fund. The officers are: President. Miss Manietta Souders; VicePresidents, Misses Elizabeth Jaiman,
Nancy Carrow, Bertha Hunt, Mrs.
Amonette Demotte Phillips; Secretary, Mrs. Maybelle Moran Price;
Treasurer, Mrs. Maggy Sibley Smith;
Publicity Chairman, Mrs. Ann Wilkerson Cox; Student Fund Chairman,
Miss Elsie Wilson.
Petersburg was represented by several alumnae and Miss Lula O. Andrews. They brought greetings and
good wishes and more to follow.
The bank holiday seriously interfered with plans alumnae had made
to be here, so the Portsmouth Chapter sent a morder-oider for $25 and
greetings through a letter from the
treasurer, Miss Elsie Clements.
Miss Lucy Anne Lane was the
.spokesman for the Powhatan alumnae present and absent. A chapter
there may be the next one.
Miss Catherine Bentley delivered a
message and a check for $45 from the
Richmond Chapter. The President,
Mrs. Maria Bristow Starke, and Mrs.
Juanita Manning, made arrangement for the alumnae tea in Richmond last Thanksgiving.
Much applause greeted, the an(Continued on page 5)

MISS JENXIE M. TABU

Founder's Day Speaker.

FOUNDER'S DAY BRINGS
NEWS OF ALUMNAE
Such enthusiasm! The alumnae
committee of the Y. W. C. A., dressed
in white awaited the coming of the
alumnae. There was a table in the
Rotunda decorated in blue and white,
which held, not only a register for the
quests, but a file of the annuals dating from 1900. "Let me show you my
picture when I graduated." "Look
at the funny way we used to fix our
hair," "And those bloomers—do you
remember the first time we ever wore
them playing basketball? We had a
time doing away with the skirts."
"Do you remember Virginia Tinsley
and Mary Ford and the midnight
feasts?"—and so, far into the night
ran the conversations while returning alumnae were registering for
their rooms.
A copy of the names from the register will be interesting:
Mrs. Gertrude Jarman Heath—living in Norwood.
Elizabeth Huit—teaching in Boykins
Julia Leache- -living in Roanoke.
Lcuise Clayton—teaching in Crewe
Mrs. Pearl Vaughan Childrey—living in Dumbarton
Mrs. Mary Ford Gathright—living
in Dumbarton
Nancy Boykin—at home, Emporia
Kathryn Claud—at home. Die wryville
Hanna Crawley—teaching in Cumberland
Mary Hardy—teaching in Victoria
Eloise Perkins—teaching in Blackstone
Mrs. Reva Graves Gregory—living
in Drakes Branch
Annie Lee Barksdale—teaching in
Drakes Branch
Eleanor Currin—teaching in Drakes
Branch
Rebecca Cocks—teaching in Prospect
Helen Smith—teaching in Roanoke
Lucille Graves—teaching in Roanoke
Virginia Graves—teaching in Roanoke
Mabel Giegory—teaching in Amherst
Elizabeth Rawls—-teaching in Powhatan
Lucie Anne Lane—teaching in Powhatan
Mrs. Morris Hunter - living in
Richmond
Mrs. Miriam Hearring Burfoot—
living in Fentress
Catherine Ritter-teaching in Bowling Gieen
Lois Williams—teaching in Portsmouth
Virginia Rucker—teaching in Isle
of Wight
Marie Elder- teaching in Isle of
Wight.
Eunice Bassett—teaching in Newpert News
Lucille Logan—teaching in Newport News
Nancy Hudgins—teaching in Newport News
Henrietta Cornwell—teaching in
Winchester
Mrs. Harry Shawen—living in Newport News
"Chubby" Gray—teaching in Newport News
(Continued on page 4)

Farmville on
The Air Thrills
Many Alumnae

MISS PAULINE CAMPER

COMING EVENTS AT S. T. (\
The entertainment program at S.
T. C. has been full the entire year.
but several big events are yet to
come. On April 12, S. T. C. will meet
Radford in a dual debate on the subject of "Cancellation of War Debts."
May 6 the May Day celebration will
be held at Long wood. During the
Easter holidays from April 15 to April
21. the Virginia Federation of Music
Clubs will hold its regular annual
meeting in the college. The commencement exercises are to be held
from June 4 to June 7 inclusive. Because of financial conditions, no
spr.ng play of the Dramatic Club will
be given. The date for the volley
ball games, baseball games and field
and track meet has not been set.

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
PHONES 181-273

r

r

Happenings at
S. T. C. Related

On the evening of February 10. the
College Choir's bn adcast from WRVA Richmond. Virginia, was clearly
and distinctly heard by alumnae in
fifteen states. The range of distribution was interesting: as far north as
New Yoik. to Florida in the South,
a far west as Missouri, to Accomac
County, Virginia, in the East.
Over a hundred of the alumnae
re-ponded to the broadcast, showing
their great enthusiasm. Just a few of
their comments are as follows:
"I have been longing to return to
larmville. but that longing has been
-o intensified that I aan determined
to visit my Alma Mater if I can possibly make reasonable connections
and plans. I will "Keep on Hoping"
to see you this spring."
"The choir selections were beauti- President of Alumnae Association.
ful, but best of all was to hear again
the voice of our beloved Dr. Jarman, EXECUTIVE HOARD OF
A LUMNAE ASSOCIA TION
that brought tears of joy to my eyes.
Hundreds of his girls were eagerly
President: Miss Pauline Camper
listening to his voice. To me that was
First
Vice-President — Miss Marthe most enjoyable program that has
oetta
Souder
ever come over the air. because it
Second Vice-President: Mrs. Mary
came from a spot that is very dear
L. Campbell Graham
to me."
Director: Mi.ss Antoinette Parker
The broadcast was splendid. It
Director: Miss Ruth Campbell
made me anxious to see you all
Secretary-Treasurer: To be apagain."
"That broadcast brought back hap- pointed by the Board.
Nominating Committee
py memories of school days."
Miss
Mary White Cox. Chairman
"Why didn't they sing two hours
Mr.-.
Elizabeth
Moring Smith
instead of thirty minutes? It took me
Mrs.
Catherine
Armstrong Watkins
back a long time—eight years, just
think of it—and made me homesick
for S. T. C. and all of you dear peoDEATHS
ple whom I'll always love."
"Many thanks for the delightful
half hour and the thoughts it brought
to me."
"Dr. Jarman's 'Perfect
Day'
brought back memories of the best
old school in the world."
"Whenever Farmville goes on the
air again I hope you'll let me know,
as you did this time, for I surely was
thrilled to be able to 'listen in'!"
"I hope that sometime I may be
able to visit by Alma Mater and renew old friendships and scenes, which
I shall never forget."
"Dr. Jarman sounded just like he
did when I was there nineteen years
ago."
"I am always interested in the activities of S. T. C. and I thank you
for the anouncement. 'Farmville on
the Air". I shall be with them in
thought and in the spirit of Alma
Mater."
"Your voices brought back very
pleasant memories of the days spent
at Farmville."
•Dr. Jarman's voice still sounded
like an angel singing in Paradise."
T hope to hear Farmville on the
air many times in the future."
T, of course, listened in and lived
all over again my happy days at S.
T. C."
"I wish Farmville could broadcast
more often and the Alumnae could
always know when to listen in. I'm
sure the girls everywhere stopped to
listen to their Alma Mater's program."

lijjIlli^lltS of

The joy of Founder's Day is clouded by the news of those who have
died during the past year.
Mis. Mary Ethel Cleek Ritenour
11914>. Pendrey. Mont.
Mary Evelyn Farrier «1929'. Salem.
Frances Johns < 1924 > Buckingham
County.
Cornelia Major (entered 19291,
Culpeper.
Mrs. Olga McClain Thomas Dillard
(1921) Fredericksburg.
Catherine Watts (1925) Hampton
Mrs. Mattie J. Wilson Womack
(1896> Suffolk.

MARRIAGES
Announcements of marriages are
often slow in reaching the Alumnae
Office, but most of those noted in this
column have occurred since last
Founder's Day.
Aline Virginia Alphin—-Mrs. John
Herbert Claiborne Mann.
Evelyn Virginia Ameen—Mrs. Richard K. Richards.
Mary M. Brownley — Mrs. Kelly.
Norfolk.
S. Virginia Brinson -Mrs. J. A.
Shortal, Hampton.
Dorothy Lorraine Brantley—Mrs.
John S. Bryant, Ivor.
Leola Mayo Bass -Mrs. James
Marshall Wood, Long Beach, Calif.
Myron Prudence Barnes
Mrs.
Hume Dixon. Kiptopeake.
Mary R. Bernard—Mrs. Alexander
Hamilton. Petersburg.
Maude Baptist—Mrs. F. A. Snidow.
University.
Mabel Yancie Brooking Mrs. William McL. Birdsong, Suffolk.
Alice B. Carter—Mrs. Stone. Rustburg.
Angeline Coston—Mrs. Frederick
Alden Coyle. Lynchburg.
Nellie Chambers—Mrs. Everette
Holland, Holland.
Elizabeth Kathryn Chambers Mrs.
Maurice R. Large, Farniville.
Edith H. Coleman- -Mrs. George E.
Anderson, Burkeville.
Margaret Daniel—Mrs. Richard
Henry Felts, Ivor.
Evelyn Dinwiddie Mrs. W. H.
Bass. 2610 Semmes Ave., Richmond.
Margaret Day—Mrs. Gilbert, Jackson, Mich.
Hope Alice Dadmun—Mrs. Murphv.
1421 Grave Ave., Richmond.
Mabel Edwards Mrs. J. Vivian
Hines.
Martha Edge Faris—Mrs. William
B. Ware, Beckley, W. Va.
Julia F. Faris -Mrs. William B.
Trevillian, Chaiiottesville.
Lucy Doris Fogg Mrs. Henry Alfred Littlepage, Boone Mill.
Mary Ellen French Mrs. Randle
C. English, South Boston.
Rebecca French
Mrs. Samuel
Mitchell, Lee.
Continued on page four

I'u last Founder'!
and the one we have just celebrate h
it been noted for outevents, but the College community has KOI i
:ly on its way.
Dr. Jaiman has been in atendance
at the Usual number of educational
'""
n variou.- commitind taking pail in many conferences in Richmond and elsewhere.
Oi e of his most appreciated servlci
to College was ;i delightful music re.
cital under the auspices of the ColChoir and Choral Club, at which
he sang lo us even more effectively
than in the previous yean of his
sliming history.
The publication of the Training
School Course of Study for the primary grades has been a notable
evement for the College. Both
College and Training school faculty
participated in its making and favorable opinions have been received
from many educators m regard to it.
Dr. Wynne has published a syllabus
called "Modern Theories of the Educative Process." Mi.-s Peck's monoiiPh. Teaching History in High
School,' is just off the press. Articles
by members of the faculty have appeared in the Virginia Journal of
Education and other magazines. Dr.
Walmsley has published articles in
> he Virginia Teacher and in The
Dictionary of American Biography.
We have distinguished ourselves in
both athletics and debate. The Farmville basketball team has been the
winner in all the competitive games,
playing Sweet Briar.
Richmond
Noimal. William and Mary, Black
•tone ami Ilarnsonbarg. The debate
teams wan four out of seven intercollegiate debates this year, and have
three more scheduled. The national
honor debating society. Pi Kappa
Delia, gives several degrees for men!
in debate. Margaret Hix and Carrie
De Shazo have won seven out of
i Ight debates in three years and each
has received the jewel which is the
national society's highest award for
such an achievement. The first and
the last two of these debates were
won away from the College, the others here. The Dramatic Club play.
The Dover Road," was as usual
most successful, and again Hainpden-Sydney boys played with our
.•ills. The College Choir has given
sacred concerts on Sunday nights in
Lynchburg. Danville and Petersburg,
with the assistance of Dr. Jaiman
and others.
The .>even honor societies have
been given a room on the second
floor of the Student Building, and
they have furnished it very artistically and appropriately by coperating
and apportioning the cost to the
parlous groups.
One of the new features of student
life has been Student Day". Each
Wednesday a representative of the
Btudent body conducts the chapel
exercise" and a committee of the students plan ilie topic for the day and
invites the speaker. Often the faculty
are invited but sometimes the student meet by themselves on this one
day of tlie week.
Anolher addition to the students'
social life has been the opening of
the lovely cabin at Longwood—the
gilt of the graduating classes of two
yean ago. Here picnics and Impromptu suppers may take place and
the huge open fireplace makes it
available even on winter days.
Many of the alumnae have listened
to broadcasts given by the College
Choir from the station WRVA in
Richmond, The voice of Dr. Jaiman
linglng "The End of a Perfect Day"
was recently heard by many in Virginia. Letters of appreciation came
al ■') from old Parmville girls in fourteen different states, testifying to
linn pleasure in hearing his familiar voice.
During the pas! year, significant
progress has t)cf>n made in Rural
• Schools in counties near
S T. C. Five consolidated schools in
the countie of Prince Edward. Cumberland and Buckingham are being
iied u centers for training elementand high school teachers. Four
ot these five schools have the super
«Continued on page 4)
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MARRIAGES
'Continued from page 3>
Virginia B. Purman- Mrs. Ralph R
Quillan
Sara Fox- Mrs. Louis O. Wendenberg.
Mary Virginia Flijjo—Mrs. Rodger
R. Qulnn, Washington, D. C.
Genevieve Peyton Grimes • Mrs.
Irvine Jordan.
iion H. Grimes-Mrs. William
R. Hemingway
Annie Elizabeth Gee -Mrs. Richard
Maclin Smith, Kenbridge
Vi. lei Gary Mrs. H. L. Alkire. 415
8. Main St., Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Otey Garnett—Mrs. Thomas H.
Slagle, 503 Brown Ave.. City Point.
Benderllte. Mrs. Plunkett,

Roanoke,
Retta w. Hardy tin Cecil L.
Black v. '11.
Edrle Bpottswood Holland Mrs.
Clifford D. Holland, Holland.
ila B. Holland Mrs. Cecil L.
Weiions. Los Angeles, Calif.
Chester Ellen Hufton— Mrs. R. R.
Shackelford, Hickory.
Helen Gertrude Hall-Mrs. Herbert
A. Pickford. Providence. R. I.
Lina B. Hughes—Mrs. Raymond
Sneed. Scott sburg.
Gertrude K. Jarman—Mrs. James
G. Heath, Norwood.
Anna Margaret James—Mrs. Geo.
H. Deasln, New York City.
Agnes Knightly--Mrs. Zacharias,
3 105 Qeralnd Ave.. Richmond.
Mattie R. Land—Mrs. Homer Lane
Cllne .Emporia.
Margaret J. Leonard—-Mrs. Alfred
M. DlUard, 3414 Noble Ave.. Richmond.
Rosa Lee Maddux—Mrs. Charles
Ferguson. Washington, D. C.
May C. Marshall—Mrs. W. W. Anderaon, Jr., Lansdowne, Pa.
Mildred Morris -Mrs. Vincent Sexton, Jr.. Blueneld. W. Va.
6 I. Micheaux—Mrs. J. H.
Grant, 3203 Brook Road, Richmond.
Julia Irene Martin—Mrs. R. E.
Parsons, 2112 Greenway, Charlotte,
N. C.
Margaret McCoy—Mrs. Samuel G.
Baughun, Rich Square, N. C.
Lavelette Morton—Mrs. W. W. Wilkinson. Farmville.
Annie Louise Moore—Mrs. Fred G.
Wood. Richmond.
May Minor—Mrs. Gray Nuckols,

—
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BUSINESS MEETING OF
SOME HAPPENINGS AT
FARMVILLE ALUMNAE
NEWS OF ALUMNAE
f \RMVILLE S.T.C.

REUNION CLASSES OF 1933 FOUNDER'S DA Y BRINGS

official reunions this year were
Continued from page one
'Contnued from page 3)
(Contnued from page 3)
of 1893, 190.!. 1913
i 192:1 because of the final numSusie Floyd teaching in Hilton thanks to Miss Coulling for her help. vision ol music direct from the deI of 1933. However, any claffl is
Miss Rice reported that one hun- partment of music at the College. In
to arrange a reunion for Villa
v, ar

The ' <las- of 1893 was distinguished
by having one of its members. Miss
:, Masters Tabb, invited to make
Pounder's Day address.
Ml iiibers of the 1903 class were un,1.1,' to come to Farmville this year.
Thirteen members of the class of
1913 were entertained at afternoon
,v Mrs. Boyd Coyner
(Ruth
Mai tag). Ten had returned in re.
letters
written by Mrs.
Coyner and Misses Winnie Hiner,
B Bierbower and Virgilia Bugg.
M.my who could not come sent letters
ippreclation and news of interest.
Pi lends who joined the happy group
were Mr. and Mrs. Bason. Mrs. Elizabeth Jarman Hardy, Mrs. Carrie
Gala -ha Mcllwaine. Mrs. Cel.
'.son Blanton. Miss Mary Currell, Mr. Coyner.
Another reunion party was given
he home of Mrs. W. E. Smith
. Elizabeth Moring) after the evening
exercised. Besides Mrs. Moring. other
members of the degree class of 1923
present, were Misses Mary George
Bolen. Ernestine Landrum, Mary
Nichols. Lois Williams and Mrs. Anne
Meredith JefTers. Letters were read
from Dr. Tidyman. Mr. Lear and
absent members of the class, and a
thoroughly enjoyable hour was spent.

"TO THINK OF TEA"

dred seventy-five girls had been helpMrs. Elizabeth Edwards Tloyle
ed by the Normal Leasue. including
hlng in Newport News
Mrs Genevieve Bonnewell Altwegg five members of the present senior
.. She asked the cooperation of
living in Hilton village
Catherine Pannlll — teaching in the Association in securing a simple
marker for Mrs. Morrison's grave in
Winchester
Virginia Bailey--teaching in Ids the Hampden-Sydney cemetery. This
promised.
of Wight
M:s'
Lula O. Andrews was unaniMary Hendricks — teaching
in
mously
elected an honorary member
Windsor
of
the
Association
of Alumnae.
Marnetta Sender - teaching in
The
president
read
letters and teleHampton
grama
from
chapters
and alumnae,
Nancy Bush—teaching in Hampincluding
one
from
Miss
Catherine
ton
Anderson
of
Lynchburg,
our
oldest
Annie Tignor -teaching in Portsgraduate
containing
interesting
remmouth.
Elizabeth Downey-teaching in Iniscences, and she announced the
anlzation of three new chapters
Portsmouth.
Mrs. Mamie Taylor Bentley—living since January 1: Danville, South Boston and Kenbridge. This action was
in Richmond.
Catherine Bentley—teaching in very inspiring, and interest was expressed in the creation of chapters
Chesterfield county
Mary Frame—teaching in Chester- in other parts of the state.
leld County
Mrs. Anna Diehl Fraser—living in EIGHTEEN CA RA T BEAUT Y
Blackstone
Ethel La Boyteaux—teaching in
• By Helena Rubinstein)
Richmond.
I know that you all appreciate
Mrs. Evelyn Dinwiddie Bass—livbeautifully
wrought pure gold and
ing in Richmond.
you
know
what
sterling means on
Ruth Campbell—teaching in Culsilver.
No
matter
how elaborately B
peper
piece
is
engraved
you would prefer
Mary Ruth Winn—teaching in Cul-

it to be of real gold or silver or platSarah Dinwiddie—teaching in Cul- inum instead of a baser metal falsely

peper

peper

veneered.

So much for gold and silver . . .
Kyle Davis—teaching in Culpeper
Mary George Bolen, teaching in but what about yourself? Are you
Agnes Repplier
the baser metal, veneered thinly with
•To think of tea" does not seem Culpeper
much of a subject for either passing
Virginia Tinsley—teaching in Cul- a plating of gold—or beauty? Or are
you eighteen carat? It's in your own
consideration or meditation.
Yet, peper
under the guidance of Miss Agnes
Mis. Antoinette Davis Shafer—liv- hands you know, whether you will
be lovely with lasting qualities of
Repplier. learn that tea has played ing in Lynchburg
Mrs. Mattie Ould Showalter—liv- loveliness or whether your beauty
a major role in the history of manwil fade and disappear under the
kind; its praise is not to be left un- ing in Lynchburg
cold
test of a few hours without
sung. This little plebian commodity
Mrs. Emily Minnigerode Claytor—
makeup,
or a few years' of time.
has a fine patrician ancestry. "To living in Lynchburg
Think of Tea", a book of thirteen
Mary Currell—teaching Presbyter"Beauty is only skin deep." our
essays, is almost too full of meaning ian Orphanage—Lynchburg.
mothers used to tell us. Bui all of us
to be appreciated from a single peMrs. Ethel Abbitt Burke—living in nowadays, mother.- included, know
rusal; moie romance than one would Appomattox
that beauty is more than skin deep.
have supposed possible is there wound
Penelope Murdock—teaching in Beauty of skin and contour and
The volume has a varied appeal; Crewe
outline goes with eighteen carai
within its pages lie details interest Mrs. Ruth Shockley Reynolds—liv- beauty and it all comes from within.
liii; to men of sundry talents: not ing in Stuart
The first rule is the cleanliness that
only to the man of letters, but to the
Mabel Barksdale—teaching
in come only from the bath-a-day. Not
Glen Allen.
adventurer; to the philosopher and Stuart
a prolonged soaking but a quick
Lucy Halle Overbey -Mrs. Robert
to
the
historian;
to
the
politician
and
Alma
Joyce—teaching
in
Stuart
sponge or shower—lathering the body
I,vie Webster. Washington, D. C.
to
the
poor
man;
to
the
house-wife
Mrs.
Mary
Gilkerson
Coleman—
with soap then using a flesh bru-h
Elizabeth Pettus—Mrs. Allan Wiland
iyou
may
be
warned)
to
the
In
Ing
in
Culpeper
briskly. Rinse quickly with warm
bur Callis. Wililamsburg.
American bootlegger! "How can it be
Ernestine
Landrum
-teaching
in
then
cold water, then rub your body
Elizabeth Cobbs Pritchett—Mrs. W.
possible?"
you
ask.
Oh,
but
this
Charleston.
S.
C.
all
over
with a rough towel. Brine E. Taylor. Jr. Danville. ,
treasure
is
recommended
for
your
Louise
Bondurant—teaching
in
ing
the
blood
to the surface is a wonNancy Lee Putney—Mrs. Elijah
Newport
News
reading
list.
derful
help
in
keeping the pores acBaker Richmond
Mrs,
Ruby
Budd
Price—teaching
in
Not
a
prosy
book
as
the
title
might
tive,
the
skin
smooth and clear.
Ruby Pearl Price -Mrs. W. L.
Cumberland.
imply,
it
come
from,
and
is
designed
Twice
a
week
take
a longer bath in
Ha (id. Farmville
Frances
Cobb—teaching
in
Puwhafor,
a
sophisticated
mind.
We
read.
really
hot
water,
followed
by a witch
Julia Lee Purdy -Mrs. Lewis HarThe history of tea is one with the tan
hazel rub. After your morning showris, Lawrenceville
Bertha Hunt—living in Poquoson er a dusting of deodorant powder
Mary Morton Riddle--Mrs. J. W. histoiy of taxation," and we are reMrs. Bet tie Sue Bailey Barnes—liv- delicately fiagranced with water
minded of the tea-tax. which was
Clemens, Leesburg.
lilies will add to your comfort and
Lucille K. Rash—Mrs. Ralph R. always a major portion of China's ing in Blackstone
Catherine Murdock — living in keep you fresh and dainty during
income; of the two centuries of
Rooke, Richmond
the day. Incidentally, a liberal dustEunice Miriam Ross.—Mrs. Herman smuggling in England: of the Bos- Blackstone
Mary Frances Hatchett—teaching ing of this same powder on your
ton Tea Party, and of the epochBozman, Nassawaddox
reel and in your slippers before a
l.'iinna c Relnleker—Mrs. Thomas making Revolution. Miss Repplier in Petersburg
Mrs. Elizabeth Moring Smith—liv- party will keep your feet from blisI. Hardy. 306 Virginia Ave. West compares the English officials who
supported the tariff and bought ing in Farmville
teis as you dance.
Crewe.
Elizabeth Morris—teaching in MarAnother necessary aid to beauty is
Florence Rountrey—Mrs, Richard smuggled tea with the Americans
who support prohibition and drink linsville
sleep. If you are up late one night, go
E. Collier. Norfolk
Mrs. Isabel Minter—living in Mar- to bed early the next night. I can't
Louise Snodgrass—Mrs. A. W. bootlegged whiskey. Yet, by no means
has
tea
been
a
curse
to
civilization.
tinsville
Francis
guarante eighteen carat beauty if
Clara Norfleet—living in Suffolk you neglect this part of your regime.
Mary Catherine Selden—Mrs. Ral- Poets and laymen have lauded it as
a blessing. The Oriental has known
Nancy Holt—teaching in Crewe
stoo Ramsey.
And sleep with your windows wide
and
esteemed
its
benefits
for
hunCarolyn Cogbill—teaching in Pe- open. Fresh air while you sleep is as
Ruth Shockley - Mrs. Reynolds
dredS of centuries. One epicurean tersburg
Stuart
vital to beauty as bathing, exercise
Maiy Sue Robinson Turner—living and cold cieam.
Martha V. Snead Mrs. Reginald emperor wrote, "Drink the precious
liquid at your leisure, and thus drive in Petersburg
1 llli
EUchmond
Just before retiring, a cleaning and
Nancy Denit—teaching in Salem massage cream applied to face and
Emily V. Spence—Mrs. B. L. Jack- away the five curses of sorrow?"
That little green herb seems to have
Annie Denit—teaching in Salem
son, B. St., Portsmouth
neck and left on a few minutes will
iblished a ranking place beside
Mrs. Mattie Lewis Osborne—living cleanse, soothe and beautify your
Sue Sebrell Mrs. Hardy, Black! in grape in the lives of many.
stone
in Salem
skin. If inclined to dryness, a little
Through the medium of tea, Miss
Mrs. Dorothy Baldwin Strickler— more may be applied around the
Cecil Talley Mrs. O. P. Candler,
Repplier has been able to give de- living in Salem
Jr., Clarksvllle
eyes and on the throat and left on all
Ola Elizabeth Thomas Mrs. J. A. licious "tld-bits" of intimacy with
Mrs. Mae Baldwin Angle—living in night.
many men of letters. "If we want Rocky Mount.
Adams
For further information about new
Margaret Louise Tompklns— Mrs. to see the U'a-table poet of England,
Myrtha Watkins — teaching in and flattering makeup write to Helclearly and understandingly, we must
P. J. Welland, Jr., Lynchburg
ena Rubenstein. 8 F 57th St.. N. Y.
M.u'.aret Truitt — Mrs. Ferrell, look at him through the 'steamy
column' he loved," says Miss Rep- tea solaces the midnight, and with
Bnowden, N. c.
tea welcomes the morning" can be Lawrenceville
Cora B. Uiquart Mrs. C G. Olin- plier. And it seems that she has
no
other than Samuel Johnson. All
Mary Ellen Johnson-living in
penetrated the misty vapours and
1330 We tover Ave., Norfolk.
of
these
little
sketches
leave
our
Richmond
Fiances V. Wilson Mrs. Etheridge generously has disclosed her discovMary Frances Shepherd-—teaching
Walker, Jr., 34 Fariston Road. Wayne eries to us. Whimsically, she calls, spirits toothed yet stimulated, just
as
if
we
ourselves
had
sipped
a
cup
in
Alberta
Cowper, "a sad tea-drinker", and
Pa
of
Byron's
"Chinese
nymph,"
or
CarMary
Gallup--teaching in Norfolk
Viola Gray Woodson Mrs, F. H. Sidney Smith, a gay tea-drinker of lyle's •hussy."
Florence
Carmine — teaching in
England," The essay on "A TeaVest
To
this
s
ubject
Miss
Repplier
has
Norfolk.
LUCy May Williamson Mrs. R. L. Drinker of England" is Miss RepThe Petersburg chapter of Farmpher.s triumph. "A hardened and evidently devoted unlimited time and
Yancey, Hoydton
toil
in
research;
it
is
a
veritable
book
ville
alumnae has about twenty-five
Prances Walmsley Mrs, Douglas shameless tea-drinker . . . whose ketOf
tea-knowledge.
The
freedom
from
active
members. The chapter has a
tle
has
scarcely
time
to
cool;
who
Gee, Disputanta
figurative
expression
and
elaborastudent
loan to which most of its
With
tea
amuses
the
evening,
with
Louise U. Woodson -Mrs. E. R. Ortion
is
unexpected
yet
consistent
funds
are
given. On Feb. 21 a card
rell. (ilO Allison Ave., Roanoke
with so apparently unambitious a party was given for the benefit of
Myrtle May WrennMrs. Robert ford
topic. "Tea was made for prose—at the student fund now being used by a
L. Jarman, 310 Gray Street, Danville
Marion Wilkinson—Mrs. Nolley, least m the Western world; and we student at Farmville.
Martha Wells-Mrs. Robert Callm, Norfolk
have no cause to lament, inasmuch
Several delegates attend Farmville
Fainiville
Margaret B. Zernow—Mrs. Stanley as it is on prose that we live our Founder's Day and carried a contriVirginia Whipple—Mrs. Davis, Bed- Schawver, Albany, Mo.
intellectual life."
bution from the chapter.

each there are a toy symphony and
a hieh school choral club. These
units will be represented m the program of the meeting here of I lie
Federation of Music Clubs.
The John Randolph School in
Cumberland County was chosen by
the Sigma Sigma Sigma Soroity to
ive the library which that sorority has founded as a national social service project. On October 29.
1932. the nucleus of the library, over
three hundred volumes and fourteen

magazine subscriptions, was presentichool.
The office of the Rural Education
.p is bn the main building of the
College. It is equipped with tables.
is. bookshelves, cabinets and

typewriters. Here the student teach-

of the rural schools work out
their units of instruction, organize
materials and exhibit the work they
have iccompli lied In their schools.
This work is under the general direction of Miss Pauline Camper, who
is supervisor of Rural Education in
the Colle
There has been no change in the
faculty during the year. No new
positions have been created in these

ionomic stringency.

One

marriage has taken place in the faculty ranks. Miss Fleet a Cooper of
the History Department was married
last September to Mr. A. T. Gray of
Farmville. but still belongs to the
College faculty. Mr-. Laura Andersen Moss, a member of the staff of
the Business Office, has withdrawn to
make her home with her husband,
Dr. Gordon Moss, who is a professor
at Frederick-burg. The latest faculty
baby la Mary Marie Holton, who, although less than eieht months old.
has already taken her first steps
alone and will probably soon be en-

tering the kindergarten.
In spite of '
1 Strain and
depleted pocketboks the administration. Facutly, Home Department, and
the student- have maintained a
Cheerful attitude. The spirit of cooperation and Of Willing service which
been .'. characteristic of
Parnrville s. T. c. i
been constantly In evidence.

FEDERATION OF MUSK
TO HE HELD AT S. T. ('.
FARMVILLE. Va.. March 15.—Two
county music festivals, one in Charlotte and one in Halifax, and a 3day meeting of Virginia musical organizations in Farmville, are the
highlights in the Southside spring
musical program, it was announced
today by Prof. Alfred H. Stride, head
of the department of music at Farmville S. T. C, whose grand ideal is
"the musical awakening of Southside
Virginia" through the numerous musical events and organizations he
sponsors.
Extensive preparations, both as to
program and entertainment,
are
making for the joint convention of
the State Federation of Music Clubs
and the Virginia State Music Teachers Association here April 17-20.
The Halifax festival will be held
at Halifax C. H., May 6. and 750
school children will participate, according to Mrs. Tucker Watkins, the
local chairman. The Charlotte festival, under the chairmanship of R.
E. Bobbitt, superintendent of schools,
will take place at Drakes Branch on
April 29, with the participation of
about 500 school children.

Miss Irene Leake (Jives
Recital in Danville
Miss Irene Leake will leave Friday
for Danville, where she will give a
concert at Stratford College at 8:15
p. m. She will be accompanied by
Basil Browber.
_^_^_____^_

LAMPS...
FURNITURE
& NOVELTIES
TO BEAUTIFY VOUK ROOM

HOLLADAY
FURNITURE CO.
Main Street
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
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SOCIALS

"Bouncing Boarders are Busy
Bunching Barnum Bailey's Bay of
Blistering. Boisterous Bunk." So does
Josie Spencer spent the week-end the Purple and Gray of the College
of St. Thomas announce a campus
in Pamplin.
Circus, which is alliteratively appro• * •
priate concerning a circus.
Elizabeth Wall visited friends at
Bulling College during the week-end.
The burlesque Issue bore fruit.
• * •
Professor Kenneth Smith was absent
Lillian Womack visted her parents
for >ome time—away at a convention
in Keysville.
—and it was rumored that he was
• » •
Lois Bradshaw and Leah Jane kicked out because Miss Troy heard
Shaw spent the week-end in Crewe. that he had been frequenting the
Daugfalne. The power of suggestion
• * •
must
be great.
Pannie Bosworth and Margaret
Buchanan visited in Brownsburg.
And then there is always the prize
•
♦
•
for
the dumbest crack of the week.
The following girls spent last
This
week there is a draw between
I liin day in Roanoke: Dot Davis.
Mariana
Fellman and Virginia Rem.
Gtaace Eubanks. and Leah Jane Shaw.
bert. Someone mentioned Shylock in
Mariana's present and she said. "Oh,
"OPEN HOUSE" FOR
yes. Shylock Holmes."

EACO
THEATRE
PROGRAM MARCH 16 to 12
Thursday, March Iti

Sylvia Sidney
( ARY GRANT, CHARLIE HIGGLES

MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE
HELP ALUMNAE

ALUMNAE AND FACULTY

The Social Committee of the Y. W.
C. A. entertained at "Open House"
on Saturday evening for the alumnae, faculty members, and visitors.
A blazing fire radiated warmth and
cheer. Punch and cakes were served.
Miss Jennings. Frances Radcliffe
and Winston Cobb received
the

guests.
An opportunity was thus given alumnae to see other alumnae, who
in the rush of other activities had
"missed" each other. This "Open
Hou^e" seemed a fitting close for a
successful Founder's Day.

FORMAL DINNER GIVEN
SATURDAY NIGHT
A brilliant formal dinner was given
Saturday night in the dining room
for the student body, faculty, and
alumnae. The latter were here for the
Pounder's Day program. This dinner
is one of the annual occasions of the
year at which our president, membeis of the home department and
business Office, and all the faculty are
present.
Everyone looked his best. The dining room was decorated with tulips on
every table and these tulips blending
in with the many shades of the
evening dresses made a beautiful
sight.
Music played by the college orchestra was quite a treat and a

surprise,
THE ALUMNAE LUNCHEON
The annual alumnae luncheon was
held at Longwood on Founder's Day
with an attendance of seventy-five.
As the Rotunda goes to press it is
hard to imagine that huge log fires
were necessary on March 11. In spite
of the cold outside the Japanese Japonica and Spirea, used in the house
for decorative purposes, evidenced
the fact that spring was on its way.
A delightful hour was spent in the
renewing of old acquaintances and
the making ol new ones. This was the
Hist oportunity "the old girls" had
had to see each other.

Virginia Rembert was asked to take
the part of a farmer in a college production and she said. "I can't because
I haven't got a hoe."
Co-eds at Syracuse University,
finding themselves going almost entirely without dates, are formulating
plans for the "stimulation" of dates
with their brother students.

The Membership Committee of the
Y. W. C. A. played an important role
in the Pounder's Day celebration.
They kept a table in the Rotunda and
registered the alumnae. They had on
th" table all the annuals since Dr.
Jarman's administration. The students as well as the alumnae had a
lot of fun looking at the annuals.
The committee made welcome cards
and put them in the rooms in which
the alumnae stayed. They made tours
with the alumnae over the buildings
and campus. Their services had a
large part in making our Pounder's
Day the success that it was.

ALUMNAE CHAPTERS
SEND GIFTS AND LETTERS

Discovery has been made near Daxaco City. Mexico, of the grave of a
little girl who lived 1,000 years ago.
In the grave with her are her toys.
These include a red tiger with a
ruffled collar, a real-looking figure of
a baby, a red owl whistle which still
toots, and an animal shaped vessel
with a human head. All were made of
clay.
We may begin to use our mental
powers when we discover that many
of our assets are not frozen but evaporated.—Rev. John Sommerlatte.

WORLD NEWS
March came in like a lion and if it
goes out like a lamb it will be a
fleeced lamb.
Six day old Kent Benjamin Robinson of Kansas City has six living
grandmothers.
In a convention assembled. Cincinnati's barbers asked. "If the appearance of the average woman is
enhanced 100 per cent by the use of
cosmetics why is it unreasonable to
expect that man should not use cosmetics to improve his appearance?"
And William Kissel, president of
the group asserted that men now are
using almost as much cold cream as
the women.

Six officials of a building and loan
association decided to save money by
doing a redecorating job themselves.
Donning overalls they were hard at
work when four robbers entered and
ordered them to open the safe.
■ We only work here and don't
know anything about the safe," said
STUDENT COUNCIL AND
one of the officials.
Y. W. C. A. ENTERTAIN The robbers left in disgust. "It
must have been a bum steer we got,"
The Student Council and Y. W. C. one of them said.
A. Cabinet delightfully entertained
A check signed by J. Q. Adams
Miss Mary White Cox on Wednesday
ev«nlng, March 8. at an informal sixth President of the United States,
birthday dinner given in the banquet was found the other day in a box of
hall of the College Tea room. Yellow old papers in the home of the late
jonquils and blue candles were used Elizabeth B. Bintleff. It was dated
as decorations for the table, the color May 14. 1835 and bore a notation on
scheme and theme also being carried tlie back that it was for payment of
out in the place cards which were $131 taxes to the City of Washington
little blue and yellow butterflies.
for 1933. The President apparently
Covers were laid for thirty-six. was a bit late.
Those present besides the guest of
honor and the members of the StuA scientist says a man will not be
dent Council and the Y. W. C. A. ulacked by a mental disease if he
Cabinet included Mrs. Jamison, Mrs. whistles while he works. He won't:
Hurt, and Miss Virginia Potts.
he is already a victim.

MISS JENNIE M. TABU,
FOUNDERS DAY SPEAKER
(Continued from page 1)
Registrars and was the first president
of that body.
•Miss Jennie", then, writer. i>
trar. alumna, student, friend of students for forty years, is eminently
fitted to speak convincingly on "looking before and after" in college life.

Continued from page three
nouncement of the organization of
the South Boston Chapter. March 7,
at the home of Mrs, Mary Turnbull
Vaughan. The members decided to
work for the establishment of a loan
fund. The officers are: President,
Mrs. Clara Edwards Ballou; Secretary; Mrs. Berkley Burch; Chairman
of Ways and Means Committee, Miss
Frances Howard.
Staunton Chapter sent telegrams
with regrets for absence and promise
of a check.
Winchester Chapter is very active.
It sent three members and a check.
The official delegate was the president. Miss Katherine Pannill. Other
officers are: Vice-President, Mrs. Garland R. Quarles I Nancy Crisman I;
Secretary-Treasurer. Mrs. Rhodes
Huntsberry 'Virginia O'Connor).
Letters and telegrams were received from Miss Carrie Sutherlin,
Miss Kate Trent, Mrs. Mary Lou
Campbell Graham, Mrs. Hattie Kelly
Thomas, Mrs. Beulah Finke Horn,
and Miss Catherine Anderson, the
oldest alumnae.

"MADAME
BUTTERFLY"
The beauty, romance and lovely
Oriental atmosphere of this picture
will entrance you. Never before has
Sylvia Sidney created such an imperishable performance. To her this
love-contract meant "Forever", but
to him it meant "Until My Ship
Sails." One of the world's undying
romances—please don't miss it.
Also Micky Mouse Cartoon and Musical.

I ruction
I.AI'REL AND HARDY
in "THEIR FIRST MISTAKE"
Paramount News with scenes of the
INAUGURATION

Next Wed., March 22

Jimmy Durante
Buster Keaton
"WHAT! NO BEER!"
We do not exaggerate when we say
this is the comedy classic of the year.
Prepare for the biggest laugh of your
screen experience.
Daily Matinees at I p. m. Evenings
at 8 o'clock.
Admission: Adults :!5c at nifhtfl
and 25c at matinees. Children under
12 years of age, 15c to each show.
Noah Noble, a Virginian, became

the tifiii elected governor of Indiana.
Born m Clark county. Virginia, January 15, 1794. Noble came to Indiana
by way of Kentucky where be spent
his young manhood.

Friday, March 17
The Katharine Cornell Stage Hit

"THE OUTSIDER"
With an outstanding cast!
This picture is so new you probably have not heard of it. but Hollywood believes it will be one of the
hits of 1933. Here is a drama close
to every girl's heart. Once in every
girl's life comes the moment of decision—you'll thrill as you watch the
choice one girl makes. Take our word
for it—-this picture is a masterpiece.
Also Aesop Fable and Fox News
Saturday, March 18
The Passionate Story of Primitive Love on a Pagan Island!

Joe Poolc
ODORLESS (LEANING
Sponsored by
THE ROTUNDA
Campus Representative Will Take
Orders.

Electric Shoe Shop
Will Fix Your Shoes

"GOONA-GOON A"

While You Wait
i Love Powder)
BEST WORKMANSHIP
The most sensational picture produced in years—causing more comAND LEATHER USED
ment, disputes, etc.. than any picture
shown to the public. It is not a Travelog but a romance among the beautiful half-clad Balinese—a love, a
S. T. C. GIRLS
passion that turns to savage fury
among nature's settings. Traped by
the native love drug, caste and tradition are thrown aside for the warm
—For—
embrace of a princess of passion.
Also Silly Symphony and Fox News The best fountain drinks

Go To Wade's

Next Mon. & Tues., Mar. 20 21

Joan Crawford

The best sandwiches
The best lunch plates

Willima Gargan, Walter Huston and The best home-made plies and cream
Guy Kibbee in
WADE'S

"RAIN"

A MONOGRAPH ON TEACHING HISTORY IN HIGH
SCHOOL" BY MISS PECK.
FOR SALE IN THE BOOK
ROOM. PRICE 60c.

••You men are all alike" she cried
at the reformer who came to save her
soul—only to lose his own. Here's a
new Joan Crawford, surging in a
storm of emotion, reaching the peek
of her career in the most talked picture of the year. Special added at-

The Home of the Need*

C. E. Chappell
COMPANY
Stationery, Blank Books and

NEW SPRING APPAREL
ARRIVING DAILY
Just the kind of togs that college
girls like to wear. Their individuality is
what makes this store
"the style shop for ladies."

^JMy?

School Supplies
Cigars. Cigarettes and Soda
MAIN STREET
Farmvillc, Virginia

White Drug Co.
Established 1868
The Confidence of the Community
For Over Half a Century
FINEST TOILET REQUISITES
DRUGS AND STATIONERY

Mack's
' WE NEED YOUR HEAD
TO RUN OUR BUSINESS"
We use the Frederick Method

THIS YEAR—AND NEXT
Another Pounder's Day has become
a happy memory, and already the
thoughts of college and alumnae are
turning toward March, 1934. That
date will mark the fiftieth milestone
of Alma Mater's progress. Parmville's
daughters should have a big part in
the anticipated celebration — what
form shall it take?
Suggestions
."hould be sent to the President of the
Association of Alumnae.

"This deaf man was brought up for
trial and the judge lei him go."
Some married men have come to
"Why?"
think
that Eve must have been made
-Well, the law says that you can't
out
of
Adam's backbone, instead of
convict a man without a hearing."—
only
his
rib.
Kansas City Star.

**ou*ttror auAi.'Tv

FARMVILLE.

VIRGINIA

REDUCED PRICES

Women-Misses
SHOES
FORMERLY UP TO $5.00
Pumps, Straps, Ties in Kid, Suede,
Patent Leathers and Combinations.
Blacks, Browns. Reptiles. Also Sport
Oxfords, all taken from our regular
stock.

$0.95

Hair Cutting: and Thinning a
Specialty

BARBER AND BEAUTY SHOP
323 Main Street

VOL WOULD LOVE TO HAVE
YOI'R SHOES FIXED AT THE

CHOICE

Not all sizes in all styles

Lovelace Shoe Shop
HI Third Stre*t

ROTUNDA^THURSDAY, MARCH
HOT CHA CHA!

EXTRA!!
All About the Extra
Good Things to Eat
and drink at

WILKERSON BROS.
Formerly the Red Rose
'You know where tix."'

JOKES

College Basketball Varsity Squad
Seniors Win
Closes Season Without a Defeat
Championship

Tayl or Mfg. Co.
Contracting

Building

"Skinny" Brown: "Before I came
Phono No. 260
here I used to think this was a grand
With the defeating of Blackstone TENNIS SEASON REOPENS N. MAIN ST.
FARMVILLE
The championship basketball game
place."
College
by
a
score
of
30-15
on
March
between
the
Seniors
and
Freshmen
Mae Downs: "Well, probably it
was played Tuesday. March 14 at 5 11. the varsity basketball squad closWith the weather getting warm
was.
o'clock. The balcony was crowded ed the season undefeated. The game again, the tennis courts are full all
with interested spectators who cheer- with Blackstone was fast and hard- day. The tournament which was not
S. T. C. Femme: "All my life I've ed loudly for their teams. The gym fought in spite of the wide difference completed last fall is expected to be
been saving my kisses for a man like rang with yells and songs as the red n the final score. In the first few finished by next week. After this the
you."
and whites and green and whites minutes of the game, Blackstone se- doubles tournament for the spring
Handsome Young Man: "Then, supported the players.
cured the ball at center and made will begin. Besides school girls many
girlie prepare to lose the .savings of
Both teams played well and showed two field goals. This brought life and ; town people are enjoying the benefit
a lifetime."—Log.
the results of excellent coaching. The ction into the game on the part of [ of the courts.
game was fast, quick, and intensely '.he Farmville girls, and at the end . It is hoped that many students will
of the first quarter they had secured
Gifts of Lasting Remembrance
Judge: "But, madam, how could you interesting. Although Duvahl Ridg- he lead which was not lost during I start practicing now so our varsity
way
made
many
of
the
goals
for
the
will
be
very
successful
in
the
spring
marry a man you knew to be a burgSeniors, she was strongly backed by the remainder of the game.
also that the tournament will be a
317 Main Street
lar?"
Excellent passwork was shown by success.
Dot
Snedegar.
The
green
and
white
Witness: "Oh. I thought he'd be
guards and centers played a good each team. Both teams played the
Farmville, Virginia
so quiet around the house."—Log.
game, and were very successful in ball up in air for everyone on the
preventing the Freshmen from run- floor seemed to be especially skilled In
jumping.
He calls her varnish—she lacks ning up a high score.
The line-up was as follows:
Mutt and Jeff ran wild as Martha
this and she-lacks that.—Log.
Blackstone
Gunter and Ruth Roberts struggled Farmville
BEAUTY SALON
CLEANERS AND TAILORS
F
Barrow
for the ball. Ruth Roberts tossed Hurt
"Where are you going, my pretty many of the Freshman goals, but she Parker
A
F
Kellam
Complete IS ant > Service At
Expert Cleaning, Repairing and
maid?"
C
Sheffield
also had a strong supporter, Libby Gregory
Moderate Prices
"There- are numerous theories," Renfro. Kathleen Canson. captain of Potts
Remodi ling of Ladies
SC
Holsinger
Garments
she >.aid .—Log.
Snedegar
G
Kiocke
the red and white team, led her team
WEYANOKE HOTEL
Beck
G
Lambdin
mates through an excellent game.
Farmville Va.
Speeial prices for cleaning and
She,
playing
jump
center,
and
her
Jane Royall: "Do you like salmon
remodeling
co-worker Louise Walmsley, checked
balls?"
Gregory
C
Parker
Margaret Gathright: "I don't know. their opponents Mary Gregory and
Main Street, Opposite Postoffice
Frances Potts, with quickness and acREMEMBER
I never went to one."—Log.
PHONE 98
Gunter
G
Hamilton
curateness.
Eeacham
G
Gwaltney
In spite of the excellent playing
Sub.—Ruth Jordan; Horton. RuckMargaret Parker: "This lipstick is of the Freshmen, the Seniors played
er.
a little better and won 22-11. This
a novelty."
Beau tiful Silk Stockings are all we
Junie Blake: "Well, the novelty was the final baskeball game of the
1
I claim i for style, wear and finish.
will soon wear oil."—Log.
season.
Direct Eastman Kodak Agency
LET GAMMA PSI
"Silk
-Sealed"
thread
is
the
secret.
(Fresh films)
do your
CLASS GAMES PLAYED
"The time is gone," whimpered
ART WORK
A complete assortment in wanted
LET U8 DEVELOP YOl R
Jean McClure as the clock fell out
PLACECARDS
&
POSTERS
colors
and styles always at
FILMS
Excitement
prevailed
in
the
gym
the window.—Log.
Our Specialty
Wednesday night, March 8, when the
Filler Paper—7 cents each
1
Freshmen and Sophomores met for i
3 for 20c
Definition of Country—The green the class basketball games. The old
stuff seen through billboards.
spirit of rivalry between the red and
white and the green and white was
Just One Block From Campus
aroused. This was evident from the
Mother: "What did you do when many cheers which pushed the teams
your horrid husband did the can op- onward, and helped them do their
ener?"
best work. The balcony was lined
Bride: "I opened the cans with his with students, faculty members, and
razor."—Showme.
outsiders who doubted their ability
to guess the winning team.
At the end of the first half the
TAILORING
Modern woman has been tried and
found wanting everything under the Freshmen were leading, but the
Sophomores were also running up a
sun.—Log.
(LEANING
score. The game was close, and exis
celebrated
at
the
college
once
a
year
.
.
.
but
cellent playing was demonstrated by
AND PRESSING
Taxi Driver: "Gosh, what a clutch." both teams. Each player was fighting
many times during the course of a year we find
Voice from rear: "Keep your eyes for her colors, and each did her best
new acquaintances among the student of S. T. C.
in front of you."—Log.
to help her team win.
Farmville, Virginia
The game ended in victory for the
with whom is has been our pleasure to serve.
Little Boy: "Mamma, what's a red and white freshmen with a score
of 24 to 14. By this one can se that
second story man?"
Mother: "Your father Is one, dear; the game was not one-sided, but
if his first story won't do he always that it was an interesting and exciting contest.
has a second—Log.
The Convenient Store
The line-up for the teams was the
"Did I see you eating in a restau- following:
FOR GOOD
As we trudge down life's highway, we are
Sophomores
Freshmen
rant with a ladle?"
F
Renfro
"That was no ladle, that was my Lovelace
keenly conscious of the pleasant relations that
THINGS TO
Bosworth
F
Roberts
knife."—Log.
has been brought about through your friendEAT AND DRINK
Hurt
C
Ranson
SC
Walmsley
"Slow down, Hiram, can't you see Mattox
ship.
G
Buchanan
that sign. 'Go slow, men at work!'?" Putney
G
Walker
"Aw, that's just a lot of political Beck
Substitute—R. Hutchinson.
pr opag and a.' '—Log.

sO

^JEWELER

Weyanoke

Kleanwell

"DEXDALE"

SouthsideDrugStore

VERSER'S

Founder's Dai]

S. A. Leg us

G. F. Butcher & Co.

Gray's Drug Store

Wednesday night, March 8, the
"There are always several things I
can always count on."
Seniors and Juniors met for their
final class basketball game. The Sen"What are they?"
"My fingers."
iors realized that it was their last
game, and put out every effort to
"Dat ole debil term paper seems to make it a victory for the green and
have us all down these days." Mae white. However, the Juniors also realDowns otters a practical suggestion ized that it was their last chance to
oi why not give them up for Lent? defeat the class of '33. in basketball
and they were determined to win.
At first there was doubt in the
"Where are you going my pretty
minds of the onlookers as to which
maid?"
team would win, but the Seniors soon
"A-milking, sir." she coyly said.
"May I come, too, my pretty maid?" began to raise their score quickly.
"Boy, you'll never come to." she The red and whites realizes this and
worked harder to protect their colors.
sweetly said.
Both teams showed good playing, real
determination
to win, and loyalty for
She is went
their colors.
She is gone
The final result was a score of
She is left
34
to 12 with the Seniors ahead.
I all alone.
Following
is the line-up:
I no canny go to she
Seniors
Juniors
Slie no canny come to me
Snedegar
F
Fraser
Don't it awful?—Frivol.
Ridgway
F
Yearn an

QUALITY—PRICE—SERVICE

Our aim, as is yours, is to be of service to
the community in which we serve and we are
exceedingly glad to be closely associated with
the State Teachers College.

Come in and Get Acquainted
We Are Glad to Have You With CM
Farmville, Virginia
1

THE

Shannon's
Is Headquarters for the Beat

Farmville Herald

SANDWICHES

Printing of Distinction

DRINKS

—and—

in
FARMVILLE!

